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4Introduction
Dutch Cannabis Industry Value Chain

INPUTS PRODUCTION RETAILING CONSUMPTION

Legal

All inputs required for production  

of cannabis flowers are legal and 

available in The Netherlands, 

including seeds. 

Legal

Licensed coffeeshops are allowed to

sell up to 5 grams of cannabis flowers 

to adult costumers.

However, coffeeshops are not 

allowed to purchase cannabis and 

cannot keep more than 5kg inside 

their premises.

Legal

Consumption of cannabis has

been decriminalized in most

cities since 1976.

Adults can carry up to 5

grams of cannabis flowers for

personal consumption.

Farming, production, wholesale 

and distribution are completely 

forbidden.

This anomaly is about to be fixed.

Illegal
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▪ On May 2020, less than 2 months ago, the Dutch government announced that 10 licenses will be issued to

companies willing to produce cannabis flowers. The program is called Wiet Experiment.

▪ Through a public tender, companies will have a chance to obtain a license for farming and selling cannabis flowers

and a few derivates for at least 5 years.

▪ Companies should deliver at least 6.500 kg of dried flower per year. The product will be sold in a closed market of

participating coffeeshops, with oversight from authorities but no price control.

▪ This tender is very unique, as track-record of production is less of a deciding factor, for obvious reasons.

▪ The tender will finally bring the last part of the value chain into legality. This market already exists but is not

captured by formal companies (black market). There is an enormous amount of true business value here.

Introduction
The tender
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Global 
Market
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▪ There has been a strong legalization wave around the world in the last decade, lead by

Canada, United States, Uruguay, The Netherlands and some Western European countries.

▪ Taken in consideration only the markets where legalization has been approved but not

implemented yet, the expectation is the market to grow from USD 18,1 bn in 2019 to USD 32,0

bn in 2022, approximately 75% in 3 years.

▪ This huge increase in market size is due to illegal market being brought into legality, not

increase in actual demand. If trend of legalization continues, market size will keep growing

exponentially.

▪ There are no global recreative cannabis competitors yet.

▪ New Frontier Data estimates the total value of cannabis demand in 2018 in Europe is

USD 42.9 billion (legal and illegal combined)

▪ Europe’s cannabis legal market is estimated to be worth up to €2.4b by 2024

▪ 9,1% of Dutch population consumes cannabis, approximately 1,5 MM customers

▪ 15,7% of young adults (18 to 34) consumes cannabis in The Netherlands

The cannabis Global Market



8Vision, Mission & Values

A world where informed adults are free 
to consume cannabis Safely and 

Responsibly
Vision

Build and Lead a cannabis industry that is 
Safe and Sustainable

Mission

Core Values
Radical Transparency
Awareness of Social Responsibility
Sustainability



9Business Objectives

Deliver a world class tender offer to 

secure the license to operate in the 

Dutch market for the next 5 years.

Getting the Cannabis cultivation license

Use the latest available technologies to build a 

plant that is safe, sustainable and efficient to 

operate.

Set up a state-of-the-art cultivation plant

Use the 5 years of protected market to 

achieve operational excellence and 

become the strongest player when 

market expands into full competition.

Achieve operational excellence

Leverage on the operational excellence to 

become the leader of the European cannabis 

recreational market, as it shifts into legality.

Become a market leader in Europe

01 02

03 04
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Project
Summary



11Financial Overview

EUR 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Revenue 0 32.413.333 35.360.000 35.360.000 35.360.000

EBITDA -5.249.040 9.482.354 11.123.172 11.109.743 11.096.314

% 29,3% 31,5% 31,4% 31,4%

Net Income -7.256.742 6.063.248 6.430.272 6.368.933 6.426.925

% 18,7% 18,2% 18,0% 18,2%

FCO -5.818.790 7.409.822 9.285.386 9.284.951 9.398.028

FCI -29.341.776 -782.184 -782.184 -782.184 -782.184

Initial Capex -28.950.684 0 0 0 0

Maintenance -391.092 -782.184 -782.184 -782.184 -782.184

FCF 35.352.216 -3.643.883 -3.500.000 -3.500.000 -3.500.000

Debt 17.352.216 -3.643.883 -3.500.000 -3.500.000 -3.500.000

Equity 18.000.000 0 0 0 0

Cash balance 191.649 3.175.405 8.178.607 13.181.374 18.297.218



12Growing Cannabis 101

CLONING FLOWERING HARVEST & TRIMMINGMOTHER PLANTS DRYING

▪ Mothers are the genetic

source of the clones.

▪ Mothers are kept in a

separate room, never being

harvested.

▪ Around 930 mother plants 

are needed to meet the 15 

species tender requirement.

▪ 4800 clones to be made

each week, from which

3200 are expected to be

healthy.

▪ Clones are grown without

being flowered for 2 weeks.

After that, they are moved

to the flowering room.

▪ In the flowering room,

plants are subjected to

different light and food

cycles to induce flowering.

▪ After 8 weeks, plants should

be ready to be harvested.

▪ When harvest time comes,

flowers are detached

manually from each plant.

▪ After harvest of flowers,

plants should be discarded

safely as they are hazard

material.

▪ Trimmed flowers are moved

to the drying room.

▪ Cannabis flowers need to be

dried for 2 weeks before

being ready to be

consumed.

▪ Each plant is expected to

yield 42,5 grams of dried

flowers.



13Growing Systems

• Artificial/Supplemental Lighting Fixtures 

• ALL LED Light System

• Individual lighting cycles per plant stage

• Irrigation Distribution System

• Source Water Filtration

• Water Storage Systems

• Return Water Systems

• Wastewater Reclamation/Recycling

• Condensate Reclamation

• Automated Nutrient Injection System

• Fertigation Control System

• Heating/Cooling Systems

• Dehumidification Systems

• Ventilation Systems

• Air Sanitation Systems

• Mobile Bench System Components and Control

• Environmental, Lighting, Energy Management 
System
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Project
Details



15Land and Building

Address: Hondiep 160, Groningen, The Netherlands

Asking price: € 1,850,000

▪ We expected to place a mortgage on the property. For the

5-year horizon, real rates of mortgage are expected to

remain zero or even negative.

▪ Facilities will be built in a 8,875 sq. m building, divided in 7

big warehouses, adequate to house and grow up to 15,000

plants/month. The property has 17,000 sq. m in total area,

allowing for future growth.

▪ After direct negotiations, we obtained clearance from the

Groningen municipality to use this property to produce

cannabis for the experiment. This brings a lot of value to

our offer as it is a strong requirement of the tender.

❖1 & 3- Vegetative Rooms

❖4 –Nursery

❖4 -Flowering Rooms

❖5-Drying & Trimming

❖6-Curing Rooms

❖6-Compounding Rooms

❖6-Packaging Rooms

❖7-Expedition
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• Engineering design services company that integrates complex equipment systems into high-

performance indoor cultivation facilities around the world.

• Public traded company (Ticker: URGO – OTC Markets) with more than 300 projects delivered in the 

USA and Europe.

Growing Facilities

▪ Operational costs are highly connected to the plant design. Plant needs to be born efficiently to

maximize yield and returns during operations.

▪ Independent day light cycles per growing stage, with All-LED lightning system.

▪ Industrial HVAC system, with temperature and humidity control, carbon filters and CO2 injection.

▪ Automated fertigation system, with feedback from monitoring systems

▪ Automated wastewater management system, for reusage or discard.

▪ Safety and Sustainability are core values behind the plant design

▪ We have a firm offer from Urban-gro to design, engineer, manage construction and

commission our plant, if our license is granted.



17Total Investment

€ 34,4 MM
Total Investment to start-up our project

€ 5,4

Construction 

€ 19,8 € 1,5

Growing Systems Cultivation Support

€ 1,9

Building

€ 0,3
Office, IT & 

Security

• Demolition

• Electrical 

• Plumbing

• Permits

• Industrial HVAC 

• All LED lightning 

• Fertigation

• Wastewater

• Racks and grow trays

• Measurement devices

• Processing equipment

• IT Equipment

• Video and Alarm 
System

• Walk-in Vaults

• Office furniture

• Acquisition of the 
property

€ 5,5
Working 
Capital

• First sale 
expected in 
Jan/2022
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• Consultant focused specifically on cannabis cultivation operational excellency

• American company with different involvement in many US market projects

Facility Operation

▪ Growing cannabis is a quite simple process. However, to consistently deliver quality yield week

after week, communication and constant supervision are key elements.

▪ To address this issue, we have elaborated extensively and very detailed procedures and

execution plans to make sure all tasks are mapped and executed properly.

▪ Operational costs are highly determined by the plant design. Operations should focus in

minimizing risks (mold, pest etc) and not on minimizing operating costs.

▪ To elaborate all our operational plans and standard procedures, we engaged the Cannabis Cultivation

Consultancy.

▪ Delivered plans include: Cultivation plan (seed to weed), Distribution plan, Safety plan among others.

▪ We see the comprehensiveness of our plans as an important strength for the tender.



19Operational Costs

€ 1,399 k
Standard Monthly Costs

€ 15k € 619k

Fertigation Taxes

€ 43k
Other

• 1,5 liters/day/plant

• High end fertilizers

• 21% VAT
• Packages

• Transport

• External Testing

€ 384k
General & 

Admin

• Management

• Security

• Cleaning

• Catering

€ 208k

Labor

• 48 growers

• 10 supervisors 

€ 130k

Electricity

• 215w per square 
meter



20Company Organization

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Growing Officer

Cultivation/Manufact.

Manager

Processing Manager

Quality Assurance 
Manager

Chief Financial Officer

Admin and Financial 
Manager

Transportation 
Manager

Facilities Manager
Chief Compliance 

Officer

Inventory Control 
Manager 

IT Manager

Security Manager

Record Keeping 
Manager
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American, with over 20 of 

cannabis growing experience.

Cannabis Cup (1996) winner

Jennifer Martin

Management Team

Gustavo Monteiro, CFA

Founder and CEO

Economist, Brazilian living in The 

Netherlands, 36 years, CFA 

charter holder, MBA from 

prestigious international school 

Growing Consultant
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License granted
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Valuation
Analysis



24Project Valuation

PERPETUITY

EXPERIMENT STAGE
YEARS 1 TO 5

GROWTH STAGE
YEARS 6 TO 10

▪ No growth

▪ 6% yearly FCF growth

▪ 3% yearly FCF growth

EUR 000 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Total Cash Flow from (to) Operations -6.010 7.410 9.285 9.285 9.398

Total Cash Flow from (to) Investing -29.342 -782 -782 -782 -782

Total Cash Flow from (to) Financing 17.352 -3.644 -3.500 -3.500 -3.500

FCFE -18.000 2.984 5.003 5.003 5.116 5.423 5.748 6.093 6.459 6.846

PV of FCFE -16.981 2.656 4.201 3.963 3.823 3.823 3.823 3.823 3.823 3.823

Terminal Value 235.051

Present Value of Terminal Value 131.251

Multi Stage Discounted Cash Flow

- 2,3 

19,1

131,2

Total Equity Value

EUR 148,0 MM
@ Discount rate in Euros of 6% per year



25Sources of Value

01

Investment in hard currency in a very advanced democracy and backed by real assets.

02

03

04 True risk and return diversification.

Abnormal market growth expectation in the long run, uncorrelated with economy growth.

Competition shield provided by Dutch authorities for the first (and hardest) 5 years.

05

Value Chain Disruption. This value is countless and hard to capture in a spreadsheet.
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